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(See chap. vi. sec. iii-xl.)
DRAWINGS SHOWING PATTERNS OF FIGURED SILK FABRICS, FROM GRAVE PITS OF LOU-LAN CEMETERY, L.C.

(See Chap. VII. sec. iii-vi.)
DRAWINGS SHOWING PATTERNS OF FIGURED SILK FABRICS,
FROM GRAVE PITS OF LOU-LAN CEMETERY, L.C.
(See Chap. VII. sec. iii-vi.)

Ground, dark yellow-brown.
Pattern, rich bronze green.
DRAWINGS SHOWING PATTERNS OF FIGURED SILK FABRICS AND WOOLLEN TAPESTRY SHOE, FROM L.C. CEMETERY AND OTHER LOU-LAN SITES.

(See Chap. VI, sec. II. A. Chap. VIII, sec. 21-xx.)
DRAWINGS SHOWING PATTERNS OF FIGURED FABRICS, INCLUDING SILK DAMASKS, AND OF SILK EMBROIDERY, L.C. vii. 04, FROM LOU-LAN AND TURFAN SITES.

(See Chap. VII, sec. i-vi.)
PIECES OF WOOLLEN TAPESTRIES AND PILE CARPETS FROM GRAVE PITS OF LOU-LAN CEMETERY, L.C.
(See Chap. VII. sec. iii-vi).
PIECES OF SILK-EMBROIDERED FABRICS FROM GRAVES OF L.C., ASTÂNA AND YING-P'AN CEMETERIES.

(See Chap. VII. sec. iii-vi; Chap. XIX. sec. v. vi; Chap. XXI. sec. i).

Scale 3/4
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS IN WOOD, STRAW, STRING, ETC., FROM WATCH-STATIONS OF HAN LIMES.

(See Chap. X. sec. i; Chap. XI. sec. i-iv; Chap. XII. sec. i, iii.)
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS IN WOOD, METAL, ETC., FROM WATCH-STATIONS OF HAN LIMES

(See Chap. X. sec. 1; Chap. XI. sec. li-iv; Chap. XII. sec. 1, iii.)
FRAGMENTS OF MISCELLANEOUS CERAMIC WARE FROM WATCH-STATIONS OF HAN LIMES.

(See Chap. X. sec. i; Chap. XI. sec. i-iv; Chap. XII. sec. i-iii).

Scale $\frac{2}{3}$
STUCCO RELIEF PLAQUES FROM CH'EN-FO-TUNG, TUN-HUANG AND KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. X. ii; Chap. XIII. sec. ii, iv).
POTTERY TILES AND MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS IN CLAY AND STUCCO FROM RUINED SHRINES OF KHARA-KHOTO, CHIAO-WANG-CH'ENG, ETC.

(See Chap. XI. sec. ii; Chap. XIII. sec. ii, iv, v; Chap. XVI. sec. ii).

Scale 1/3
FRAGMENTS OF MISCELLANEOUS CERAMIC WARE, ALSO OF METAL, FROM SITES OF ADŪNA-KŌRA, KHARA-KHOTO, ETC.

(See Chap. V, sec. 1; Chap. XIII, sec. 1-4; Chap. XXII, sec. 1).

Scale 1/1
FRAGMENTS OF GLAZED FAIENCE SHOWING ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS FROM RUINED SHRINE K. K. I, KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. XIII. 600. ii, v).
STUCCO RELIEF FRAGMENTS FROM RUINED SHRINES, KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. XIII. sec. ii, iii, v).
FRAGMENTS OF STUCCO RELIEFS AND IMAGES FROM RUINED SHRINES, K. K. I, II, KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. XIII, sect. ii, iii, v).

Scale 2/5
FRAGMENTS OF STUCCO FIGURES AND WALL DECORATION, FROM RUINED SHRINES, K.K. I-IV, KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. XIII, sec. ii, iii, v).

Scale 1/3
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS IN POTTERY AND METAL, MAINLY FROM SITE E. OF KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. XIII, sec. iii, v; App. M.)

Scale 2/5
FRAGMENTS OF GLAZED POTTERY, PORCELAIN, ETC., FROM KHARA-KHOTO SITES.

(See Chap. XIII. sec. ii, iii-v).
DRAWINGS ON PAPER FROM RUIN K. K. II, KHARA-KHOTO.
(See Chap. XIII, sec. iii, v).

Scale 7/16
DRAWINGS ON PAPER FROM RUIN K.K. II, KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. XIII. sec. iii, v).
FRAGMENTS OF DRAWINGS AND PAINTED SILK FROM RUINS, K.K. I, II, KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. XIII. sec. ii, iii, v).
BLOCK PRINTS ON PAPER FROM RUIN K.K. II, KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. XIII. sec. iii. v).

Scale 1/2
BLOCK PRINTS ON PAPER FROM RUIN K. K. II, KHARA-KHOTO.
(See Chap. XIII. sec. iii, v).

Scale 1/8
BLOCK PRINTS ON PAPER FROM RUINED STŪPAS, K.K. II, III, V, KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. XIII. sec. iii. v).
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS IN WOOD, METAL, ETC., FROM KHARA-KHOTO, ETSIN-GOL AND TURFAN SITES.

(See Chap. XIII. sec. iii, v).

Scale 2/3
STUCCO RELIEF PLAQUES FROM MA-TI-SSU CAVE SHRINE.
(See Chap. XIV, sec. ii).
RELIEF FIGURES IN STUCCO, TERRACOTTA, ETC., FROM HU-P'U-TZU AND KARA-KHŌJA.

(See Chap. XVI. sec. ii; Chap. XVIII. sec. i, ii).
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS IN METAL FROM RUIN KAO. III, KARA-KHÖJA.

(See Chap. XVIII. sec. i, ii.)
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS IN METAL, STONE, ETC., FROM KARA-KHŌJA.

(See Chap. XVIII. sec. i, ii.)
FRAGMENTS OF STUCCO RELIEF FIGURES, ETC., FROM SHRINES, TOYUK.

(See Chap. XVIII. sec. iii, iv).
PIECE OF COLOURED BLOCK-PRINT, KAO. 05, FROM KARA-KHŌJA.
(See Chap. XVIII. sec. i, ii.)

Scale 3/4
CHINESE SEPULCHRAL INSCRIPTIONS ON BURNT CLAY SLABS FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX. sec. i, iii, iv, vi; App. A).
PIECE OF FIGURED 'SASANIAN' SILK FABRIC, AST. i. 5.03, FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX, sec. i, v, vi).

Scale 1/1
REMAINS OF MINIATURE PAINTINGS ON PARCHMENT AND CLOTH, AND SPECIMENS OF WOOLLEN TAPESTRY AND FIGURED SILKS FROM KHOTAN, KHARA-KHOTO AND TURFAN SITES.

(See Chap. IV. sec. i, ii; Chap. XIII. sec. ii, v; Chap. XVIII. sec. i, ii; Chap. XIX. sec. v, vi).

Scale 1:16
SPECIMENS OF FIGURED SILK FABRICS, EMBROIDERY AND 'RESIST'-DYED SILKS FROM ASTANA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX, sect. i-iii, v, vi).

Scale 3/4
FRAGMENTS OF FIGURED SILK FABRICS FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX, sec. i, iii, v, vii.)
DRAWING SHOWING PATTERN OF FIGURED SILK FABRIC,
Ast. v. 2. 01, FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.
(See Chap. XIX. sec. v, vi.)
DRAWINGS SHOWING PATTERNS OF PRINTED SILK FABRICS FROM ASTANA CEMETERY AND TOYUK.

(See Chap. XVIII, sec. iv; Chap. XIX, sec. v, vi).

Scale 3/5
DRAWINGS SHOWING PATTERNS OF FIGURED SILK FABRICS AND EMBROIDERY, FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY AND KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. XIII. sec. v., Chap. XIX. sec. v., vi.)
DRAWINGS SHOWING PATTERNS OF SILK DAMASKS AND FIGURED SILK FABRIC, FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX. sec. v, vi.)
DRAWINGS SHOWING PATTERNS OF SILK DAMASKS, FROM ASTANA CEMETERY AND TOYUK.

(See Chap. XVIII. sec. iv; Chap. XIX. sec. v, vi.)
DRAWINGS SHOWING PATTERNS OF SILK FABRICS, PRINTED IN 'RESIST' OR 'KNOT-DYED', FROM LOU-LAN, KHARA-KHOTO, AND TURFAN SITES.

(See Chap. VI. sec. iii. iv; Chap. XIII. sec. iii. v; Chap. XVIII. sec. ii.; Chap. XIX. sec. v, vi.)
PIECES OF WOOLLEN TAPESTRIES, FIGURED SILK FABRICS, PRINTED SILK, ETC.,
FROM LOU-LAN, KHARA-KHOTO AND TURFAN SITES.

(See Chap. VII. sec. iii-vi; Chap. XIII. sec. iii, v; Chap. XIX. sec. v, vi).

Scale 1/2
TAPESTRY AND SILK-EMBROIDERED SHOES FROM LOU-LAN CEMETERY L.H. AND KARA-KHŌJA.

(See Chap. VII. sec. viii.; Chap. XVIII. sec. i, ii.)

Scale 2/3
MISCELLANEOUS SEPULCHRAL DEPOSITS FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX, sec. i-iv, vii.)
POTTERY WITH SEPULCHRAL OFFERINGS FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.
(See Chap. XIX. sec. i-iii, vi).
MISCELLANEOUS TOMB FURNITURE FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.
(See Chap. XIX. sec. i-iii, vi).

Scale 1/4
SEPULCHRAL DEPOSIT OF PASTRY FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX, sec. ii, vi).
MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES OF SEPULCHRAL OUTFIT IN WOOD, PAPER, ETC., FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX. sec. i-iii, vi).

Scale 1/3
SEPULCHRAL FURNITURE, ETC., MAINLY IN WOOD, FROM ASTANA CEMETERY.
(See Chap. XIX, sec. i-iii, vi).

Scale 3/₄
CLAY MODEL OF HORSE, AST. iii, 2.058, WITH STIRRUP, AST. iii, 2.011, FROM ASTANNA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX. sec. ii, vi).

Scale 1/4
CLAY MODEL OF MONSTER, AST. iii, 2. 059, FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.
(See Chap. XIX. sec. ii. vi).

Scale 1/4
CLAY MODEL OF HORSE, AST. ili, 2. 657, FROM ASTANA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX, sec. II. v).

Scale 1/3
CLAY MODEL OF CAMEL, AST. iii. 4. 015, FROM ASTANA CEMETERY.
(See Chap. XIX. sect. ii, vi).

Scale 1/3
CLAY FIGURES OF RIDERS FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.
(See Chap. XIX. sec. ii, iii, vi).

Scale 1/3
CLAY FIGURE OF LADY RIDER, AST. iii. 2. 022, ON HORSE, AST. iii. 2. 018, AND OF LADY ATTENDANT, AST. iii. 4. 084, FROM ASTANA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX. sec. ii. vi).
CLAY FIGURES OF HORSES, MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS IN WOOD, ETC., FROM ASTANA CEMETERY AND KHARA-KHOTO.
(See Chap. XIII. sec. ii, v; Chap. XIX. sec. ii, iii, vi).

Scale 3/8
REMAINS OF CLAY FIGURES FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY AND MURTUK.

(See Chap. XVIII. sec. v; Chap. XIX. sec. i, iii, v).

Scale 2/5
CLAY FIGURES WITH MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS IN STUCCO AND CLAY FROM ASTĀNA AND TOYUK.

(See Chap. XVIII, sec. iii, iv; Chap. XIX, sec. ii, iii, vi).

Scale 1:3
FIGURES IN CLAY AND WOOD, ALSO POTTERY REMAINS, FROM ASTANA AND TOYUK.

(See Chap. XVIII. sec. iii, iv; Chap. XIX. sec. (iii, vi.)

Scale 2/5
FIGURES IN WOOD AND MISCELLANEOUS SEPULCHRAL DEPOSITS FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX. sec. 1-iii, vi).

Scale 3/8
PORTION OF SILK PAINTING, AST. iii. 4. 010. a, SHOWING LADY AND PAGE, FROM ASTANNA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX, sec. ii, vi).
FRAGMENTS FROM DIFFERENT PANELS OF SILK PAINTING, AST. iii. 4. 010. b\textsuperscript{1}, FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX. sec. ii, vi).

Scale $\frac{5}{8}$
PIECES OF PAINTINGS ON PAPER AND SILK FROM KHARA-KHOTO, ASTĀNA CEMETERY AND WATCH-STATION, Y. II.

(Sec Chap. XIII. sec. ii, v; Chap. XIX. sec. ii, iii, vi; Chap. XXI. sec. iii, iv.)

Scale 1/4
PAINTED SILK COVER OF COFFIN, AST. ix. 2. b. 012, FROM ASTÂNA CEMETERY.

(See Chap. XIX. sec. iii, vi).

Scale 1/5
PAINTED SILK HANGING, AST. IX. 2. 054, SHOWING FU HSI AND NÜ WA.
(See Chap. XIX. sec. iii, vi).

Scale 1/5
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS IN WOOD, GLASS, POTTERY, ETC.,
FROM YING-P'AN AND WATCH STATIONS, Y. I-III

(See Chap. XXI, sec. i, iii, iv).
SEALS AND OTHER SMALL OBJECTS IN METAL, STONE, GLASS, ETC.,
MAINLY FROM KUCHA SITES.

(See Chap. XXIII, sec. iii).

Scale 5/8
STONE IMPLEMENTS FROM DESERT DELTA OF SĪSTĀN.

(See Chap. XXX, sec. ii, iii).

Scale 1/1
FRAGMENTS OF PREHISTORIC POTTERY FROM DESERT DELTA OF SİSTĀN.

(See Chap. XXX, sec. ii, iii.)
REMAINS OF PREHISTORIC POTTERY FROM DESERT DELTA OF SīSTĀN.

(See Chap. XXX, sec. ii-iii).
FRAGMENTS OF UNGLAZED POTTERY FROM SISTÂN SITES.

(See Chap. XXVIII. sec. ii; Chap. XXIX. sec. i, iii, iv; Chap. XXX. sec. iii.)
OBJECTS IN METAL, POTTERY, GLASS MAINLY FROM ŠĪSTĀN SITES.

(See Chap. XXVII, sec. ii; Chap. XXIX, sec. iii, iv; Chap. XXX, sec. iii).

Scale 1/1
FRAGMENTS OF LATER GLAZED POTTERY FROM SĪSTĀN SITES.

(See Chap. XXIX, sec. iii. iv.).
FRAGMENTS OF GLAZED WARE FROM KHORĀSĀN AND SĪSTĀN SITES.

(See Chap. XXVII. sec. ii; Chap. XXIX. sec. iii, iv; Chap. XXX. sec. ii, iii).

Scale \( \frac{3}{8} \)
SINO-KHAROSTHĪ, INDO-SCYTHIAN, AND CHINESE COINS FROM KHOTAN, LOU-LAN, TURFĀN AND OTHER SITES.

(See Appendix B, with Table).

Scale 1/4
MEDIEVAL CHINESE, BYZANTINE, SASANIAN AND MUHAMMADAN COINS FROM KHOTAN, KHARA-KHOTO, ASTANA, KUCHA AND SISTAN SITES.
(See Appendix B, with Table).
FRAGMENTS OF DOCUMENTS IN KUCHEAN AND KHOTANESE ON PAPER AND WOOD FROM KUCHÄ, TURFAN AND MAZAR-TAGH.

(See Chap. III. sec. iv; Chap. XXIII. sec. ii: Appendix G).

Scale 1/2
FRAGMENTS OF PAPER DOCUMENTS IN SOGDIAN AND OF PAPER MS. IN TURKISH 'RUNIC'
SCRIPT FROM LOU-LAN SITES, KARA-KHÖJA AND MAZAR-TĀGH.

(See Chap. VI, sec. iii; Chap. XVIII, sec. i; Appendix H, Q).

Scale 10/16
BLOCK-PRINTED PAPER LEAVES IN CHINESE AND UIGHUR WITH INTERLINEAR BRÄHMĪ TEXT, AND DOCUMENT IN KHOTANESE, FROM KHARA-KHOTO, TURFĀN AND MAZAR-TAGH.

(See Chap. XIII. iii; Appendix K).

Scale 1/3
PAPER DOCUMENTS IN UIGHUR AND MONGOL FROM KHARA-KHOTO, ETSIN-GOL
AND TURFAN SITES.
(See Chap. XIII. sec. ii, iv; Chap. XVIII. sec. iii, v; Appendix K).

Scale 1/2
CHINESE INSCRIPTIONS ON CLOTH SHRUDS AND ON SEPULCHRAL SLABS OF
BURNT CLAY FROM ASTĀNA CEMETERY.
(See Chap. XIX, sec. iii; Appendix I.)
CHINESE PAPER MS. ROLLS, SOME OF 5th-6th CENTURY A.D.,
FROM 'THOUSAND BUDDHAS,' TUN-HUANG.
(See Chap. X. sec. ii.)

Scale 1/3
TIBETAN DOCUMENTS ON WOOD FROM MAZĀR-TĀGH, KHĀDALIK, MIRĀN.

(See Chap. III. sec. iv.; Chap. IV. sec. iii.; Chap. V. sec. iii.).
TIBETAN PÔTHĪ LEAF AND DOCUMENTS ON PAPER FROM MAZĀR-TĀGH AND KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. III. sec. iv; Chap. XIII. sec. iii).
TIBETAN PÔTHĪ LEAVES CONTAINING BUDDHIST TEXTS AND SACRED DIAGRAM,
FROM KHARA-KHOTO AND ETSIN-GOL SITES.
(See Chap. XIII. sect. iii, iv).
HSI-HSIA (TANGUT) MS. ROLL AND BLOCK-PRINTED BOOK LEAVES FROM KHARA-KHOTO.

(See Chap. XIII. sec. iii).
PLAN OF RUINED FORT CHUMARKHAN

ROCK-ENGRAVED STŪPA DESIGN WITH TIBETAN INSCRIPTION ON MORAIN SOUTH OF DARKOT PASS

PLAN OF RUINED FORT BAHRI-KHÂN

PLAN OF RUINED HOSPICE CHICHIKLİK-MAIDÂN

SCALE

A. STEIN & AFRAZ QUL DIL
SKETCH PLAN OF RUIN III

RUINED SITE OF JANGAL-GUMBAZ TĀSH-KURGHĀN

SCALE

Wall of sun-dried bricks
Dirt broken
Debris of rough stone wall

PLAN OF RUIN IV

Old Canal
Graves

AFRĀZ QL DR.
DETAILED MAP OF SOUTHERN PORTION OF NIYA SITE

- Ancient dwellings
- Wind-eroded terraces
- Yarnak cones
- Living tombs
- Dead tombs
- Dead tombs
- Dead trees
- Dead trees
- Cultivation
- Limits of prevailing low vegetation
- Route of 1913
- Positions of camps
- Astronomical position

SCALE

1 2 3 4 Miles

From Jaya Burg north
RUINED DWELLINGS
N. XXXIX, XLII, XLIII, XLV
NIYA SITE

Wall of wattle and plaster — Fence
ditto broken — Platform of clay
Wall of rushes and plaster — Wooden post

SCALE

N. XLIII

Elevation on line A, B

Vertical rush wall. Diagonal matting

N. XLV

SCALE

N. XXXIX

A. STEIN & AFRAZGUL Del.
SITE PLAN SHOWING
RUINED FARM N.XLV
WITH ADJOINING VINEYARD AND
ANCIENT RIVER BED
NIYA SITE

SCALE
200 ft.
SKETCH PLAN
OF SITE OF
KHARA-KHOTO

Burned shrine
Stupa
Tamarisk cone
Sand-dunes

Ancient river bed with close-set tamarisks
Bare Gravel

Vegetation

Scale

A. STERN & AFFRÖZ OLL. DIL
SKETCH PLAN OF RUINS AT AND NEAR KHARA-KHOTO

SECTION OF STŪPA K. K. IV

ELEVATION OF PLINTH C-D

PLAN OF K. K. IV.

PLAN OF RUINED DWELLING III E. OF K. K.

PLAN OF RUINED DWELLING IV E. OF K. K.

PLAN OF RUINED SHRINE K. K. I. II

PLAN OF RUIN N. OF K. K.

Wall of stamped clay
Wall of sun-dried bricks
Broken

SCALE

A. STEIN & AFFRÁZ QUL. DÉL.
RUINED GUMBAZ
OUTSIDE
KHARA-KHOTO

SKETCH OF
GROUND PLAN

SECTION ON C-D

SKETCH OF
FRONT ELEVATION

SECTION ON A-B

A. STEIN & AKRAZ GUL DIA.
SKETCH PLAN OF RUINED SITE OF PEI-T'ING NEAR HUO-P'U-TZU

Stamped clay wall
- do do broken
- do do barely traceable
Mound

Farm
Ruined temple

Kneel mound

SCALE

1 2 3 4 5 Furlongs

A. STEIN B. AFRÉZ QIL. Dil.
PLAN OF WESTERN GROUP OF RUIPED SHRINES IN GORGE TOYUK

UPPER ROW OF SHRINES AND MONASTIC QUARTERS

NOTE: The starfish * marks the position relative to the lower row.

SCALE 0 12 24 36 48 60 ft.
SKETCH PLANS OF TOMBS IN CEMETERIES i, ii

ASTÂNA, TURFÂN

GENERAL PLAN OF CEMETERY Ast. i

Ast. i. 7

Walls cut in clay
Raised platform
Tomb

Ast. i. 8

Section of tomb on line A B

Ast. ii. 2

Ast. ii. 1

Ast. ii. 4

Ast. ii. 3

Ast. i. 4

Ast. i. 5

Ast. i. 2

Ast. i. 6

Ast. i. 3

SCALE

SCALE

SCAPE

SCALE

SCALE

AFRAZ GUL DEL.
SKETCH PLAN
OF
RUINED TOWN
YĀR-KHOTO

SCALE

MUHAMMAD WĀCĪB DEL.
SKETCH PLAN OF
RUINED STRONGHOLD
ZAMR-I-ĂTISH-PARAST
SKETCH PLAN OF
KĀFIR FORT
DARSHAI

Wall of rough stone masonry
dc. broken

SCALE

20 10 0

20 40 60 80 100
tails

SKETCH PLAN OF CITADEL
ON HEIGHT OF
ZAMR-I-ĀTISH-PARAST

Rough stone masonry
dc. broken

300

SCALE

20 10 0

20 60 100

300 ft.
ROUGH PLAN OF
MING-BÂSHÎ'S HOUSE
KALA-WÂMAR

ELEVATION ON LINE A-B

SKETCH OF CEILING OVER CENTRAL PART OF HOUSE

1 Diwâh-e-ba' stan
2 Sir-e-kâh-e stan
3 Khâ' stan
4 Châ'ezkâ stan

Rough stone and earth wall
Wooden post
Wooden beams

A. STEIN & AFFÁZ SUL. Del.
SKETCH MAP OF KŌH-I-KHWAJA HILL WITH RUINS AND SHRINES
ROUGH SKETCH PLAN OF GHÂGHÂ- SHAHR ON KÔH-I-KHWÂJA
SKETCH PLAN OF SHAHRISTĀN SITE
SĪSTĀN

Legend:
- Ruined structure
- Ruined circumscription
- Grave
- Excavated

Scale:

100 200 300 400 500 600 yards
ROUGH SKETCHES OF GROUND PLAN OF
WATCH-STATIONS NORTH OF
RūD-I-BIVĀBĀN

Masonry of sun-dried bricks  Enclosure decayed into low mound
Platform of clay

R. R. XVII

R. R. XII

R. R. XXV

R. R. XIV

R. R. V

SCALE
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 ft.

SCALE
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 ft.

SCALE
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 ft.

SCALE
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 ft.

SCALE
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 ft.

R. R. XX

R. R. IV

A. STEIN & ARNÁS OHL. EN.